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TEST 1

UNIT 1

Answer the questions (1-3) according to the
passage below.

Answer the questions (4-6) according to the
passage below.
Man is a social being and needs a friend! In our lives
we make lots of friends but what we need is a true
friend. Who is a true friend? Here are some answers
we got:
"A true friend is someone who will...

Hi, my name is Jenny. I have lots of friends but
www.phaseliseducation.com

Mary is my best friend. I met her at primary
school. She is very helpful and trustworthy. I
always count on her and share all my secrets
with her. We also have a lot in common.We love
shopping and watching extreme sports together.
We are going to watch a skydiving tournament
next weekend. I feel really lucky to know her.
1 How did Jenny meet Mary?
B They were in the same team

- support you and care for you.

70%

- keep your secrets and share 		
everything with you.

85%

- make you feel cheerful and
happy when you spend time 		
together.

72%

In short, a true friend is difficult to find so you
shouldn’t lose your true friend. Losing a true friend
is like losing a treasure. And you may never fill their
place in your life. So when you find a true friend,
give them a special place in your heart.
4 People need friends because they are

.

A alone 					B generous
C untrustworthy		 D sociable
.

Which of the following is the LEAST popular 		
answer?

C They were in the same school
D They met at a tournament

A Jenny is helpful to her

65%

5 A true friend will

A They met on a vacation

2 Mary is trustworthy so

- stay by your side at all times.

.

A
B
C
D

back you up at all times
be caring and supportive
amuse you when they are around
be trustworthy and open all the time

B Jenny shares all secrets with her
C they have a lot in common
D they spend a lot of time together
3 What are they going to do next weekend?
A play computer games
B go shopping
C go skydiving
D watch a skydiving tournament

6 Losing a true friend will

.

Which of the following BEST completes the 		
sentence?
A
B
C
D

cause a big gap in your life
make you feel happy and cheerful
give you a special place in their hearts
not be a problem because it is easy to find 		
another one
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TEST 1

UNIT 1

Answer the questions (7-9) according to the
passage below.

Answer the questions (10-12) according to the
passage below.
Simon and Gary are best friends. They met each
other in primary school thirteen years ago. They

Message (HTML)
To...

are now studying at the same university and they

john@gmail.com

Cc...
Subject:

also share the same apartment. They mostly get

Attached:

on well with each other, they support and count
on one another. They love spending time together,

Dear John,

they go to movies, do outdoor activities and play

I am going to organize a surprise
birthday party for Max on Sunday, 6th
May. Would you like to join us? I hope
you can come because Max likes you a
lot. I also invited James and Allen and
they are coming. Please let me know as
soon as possible.

tennis but their favourite is having house parties
at the weekends. They invite their friends to their
apartment, they listen to music, eat, drink and chat.

Love, Mary

7 The organizer of the party is

.

A Mary					B Max
C John					D
James and Allen
Message (HTML)
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They have lots of fun altogether.

10 Simon and Gary
A
B
C
D

.

know each other from the same neighborhood
met at university and became good friends
have been best friends for thirteen years
are newly friends but they get on well with 		
each other

To...
Cc...
Subject:
Attached:

8 What kind of a party is it?
A
B
C
D

A graduation party
A fancy dress party
A birthday party
A slumber party

9 Why does Mary invite John to the party?

4

A
B
C
D

Because John is Mary's best friend
Because James and Allen are coming too
Because she can't organize the party alone
Because Max likes John a lot

11 What’s FALSE about Simon and Gary?
A
B
C
D

They study at the same university
They live together
They like doing things together
They don’t do many things outdoors

12 What do Simon and Gary like doing most with
their friends?
A
B
C
D

going out for a walk
having parties
going to movies
playing tennis

TEST 2

UNIT 1

Answer the questions (1-3) according to the
passage below.

Answer the questions (4-6) according to the
passage below.

Dear James, thank you for inviting me to your party

Hi, I’m Jack. My best friend Sam and I love

tomorrow night but I'm sorry to tell you that I am

watching movies and we watch movies every

not going to join it. My grandmother fell down from

Friday night. Sam comes to my house after work

the stairs after her birthday party on Monday and

and he brings some drinks and snacks. We choose

broke her arm. She is at the hospital now and I’m

a film and watch it. After watching the film we chat

staying with her all weekend because my parents

about it, share what we liked and didn’t like about

went on holiday. I hope you’ll have lots of fun!

it. Our favourite type of movies are horror films,

Love, Terry

we like watching the latest films of this kind. We
sometimes watch action and sci-fi movies too. We
don’t prefer watching comedies or thrillers because
Sam doesn’t like thrillers and I am not keen on

A
B
C
D

invite James to his birthday party
apologize for not going to his party
ask his help because his grandmother is ill
ask him to go and visit him at the hospital

2 Why is Terry NOT joining the party?

comedies. We have lots of fun every Friday night.

.

4 Jack and Sam
www.phaseliseducation.com

1 Terry is writing to James to

A Because his grandmother is having a 				
birthday party
B Because he is going out with his girlfriend
C Because his parents are on holiday and he 		
has to look after the cat
D Because his grandmother broke her arm 			
and is staying at the hospital

3 How long WILL Terry be busy?
A
B
C
D

The whole week
On Monday
The whole weekend
Tomorrow night

A
B
C
D

.

like going to the cinema on Friday nights
like having movie nights at home
usually go and hang out with their friends
spend time doing some outdoor activities 		
together

5 What do Jack and Terry like watching the 			
most?
A							 B

C							 D

6 Why DON'T they watch comedy movies?
A
B
C
D

Because they are too boring
Because Sam doesn’t like them
Because Jack doesn’t like them
Because they can’t talk about them

5

TEST 2

UNIT 1

Answer the questions (7-9) according to the
passage below.
Everyone has problems in their life so everyone
needs friends to tell these problems to solve or

Answer the questions (10-12) according to the
table below.

100

just need someone to trust and feel safe at difficult
times. Some of us make friends easily, but for

Which qualities do you look for in
close friends?

80

some people it is very difficult to make friends
because of their shyness. Having friends of your
own age is important. These friends look at things

60

like you because they have the same interests and
problems. Your friends listen to you and understand

40

you when you feel bad. Friendships have their
ups and downs of course. Even best friends can
sometimes argue with each other but it is important
to talk about these problems calmly and solve them
www.phaseliseducation.com

easily because respect and kindness can solve any
arguments. It is not good to keep things in your
mind and not telling them how you feel.

7 What’s FALSE about being friends?
A Friends are there only at your good times
B Friends can make you feel safe
C Friends can help to solve problems
D Friends can trust each other

8 Why CANNOT some people become friends 		
easily?
A Because they are selfish
B Because they are shy
C Because they don’t feel safe
D Because they don’t trust other people

20
0

Loyality A decent Will be
good there in
person a crisis

Likes
me

Is fun
to be
with

10 The most important trait for being a true 			
friend is being
.
A honest				B loyal
C humorous			 D generous

11 Which of the following IS CORRECT?
A Teens think being supportive is the least 			
important trait.
B Feelings do not play an important role for 		
being good friends
C More teens think that getting on well with 		
is more important than being honest
D Being a good person and being loyal to your 		
friends are the two most important traits

9 How can friends solve their problems when 		
they argue?
A By shouting at each other
B By not telling them how they feel
C By keeping their problems in their mind

6

D By talking about the problems respectfully 		
and kindly

12 Which of the following traits for being a good 		
friend IS NOT mentioned by the teens?
A reliable				B honest
C supportive			 D caring

